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Giving Insulin Is Not a Guessing
Game: Insulin Replacement
Therapy in Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
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ABSTRACT
In 2021, 537 million adults were living with
diabetes. Being a progressive disease, there would
eventually be failure of oral hypoglycemic agents
(OHA) to maintain good glycemic control and
a majority will require insulin. However, optimal
glycemic control has not been satisfactory in a
significant proportion of patients who were on insulin
therapy. Patient factors (eg, awareness, compliance,
socioeconomic) have been identified but physicianrelated factors are as important. These include
incorrect choice and inappropriate combination of
insulin therapy which could be corrected by making
the treatment physiologic. The purpose of this
article is to improve management decisions in type
2 diabetes by reviewing its pathophysiology and
identifying the optimum insulin regimen that could
mimic such. Since eventual beta cell failure is central
to its pathophysiology, it is but reasonable to replace
insulin by mimicking its physiologic secretion. Hence,
the term Insulin Replacement Therapy (IRT) should be
utilized. This could be provided by the combination of
premix insulin (ie, NPH + regular insulin) and rapidacting insulin which has been reported to provide
an initial 17.5% HbA1c reduction and even 18%
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reduction on 5-year follow-up providing sustainable
control. A stepwise approach is an effective tool
for insulin intensification. Hypoglycemia in insulin
therapy could be prevented with an appropriate
dietary regimen through automatic snacking.
Keywords: Insulin replacement therapy, type 2
diabetes mellitus, pathophysiology
INTRODUCTION
Several risk factors contribute to the pathophysiology
of type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM). There are about 130
genetic variants associated with this disease. It has
a strong inheritable genetic pattern—a patient may
have approximately 40% lifetime risk of acquiring
type 2 diabetes if one parent has it. Moreover,
environmental factors (eg, obesity, sedentary lifestyle,
dietary factors, cigarette smoking, microbiome)
also play a vital role in the pathophysiology of
diabetes as the prevalence catches up with genetic
variations globally. Both genetic and environmental
factors affect the natural history by contributing to
generalized inflammation and metabolic stress,
subsequently affecting beta cell mass and function.
This leads to defective insulin secretion, a concept
that is central to the pathophysiology of disease.
Ultimately, beta cell secretion of insulin over time
will not be enough to respond to the demands (ie,
beta cell failure) and will not be able to overcome
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the already ongoing insulin resistance in type 2
diabetes.[1,2]
Evidences also show the role of alpha-cell
dysfunction in the pathophysiology of type 2 DM
which leads to a rise in glucagon and hepatic
glucose levels during the fasting state which are not
suppressed by meals.[2] With all these interplays of
pathogenesis, pharmacologic therapies and eventual
insulin therapy may be required to achieve normal
blood glucose levels to prevent the occurrence of
diabetes complications.[3]
In 2021, it was estimated that 537 million adults
aged 20 to 79 years are living with diabetes.[4]
Being a progressive disease, there would eventually
be failure of oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA) to
maintain good glycemic control and a majority of
patients will require insulin. The rate of such was 44%
after six years of diabetes according to the United
Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study [UKPDS].[5]
Approximately 47% (6-7 million) of type 2 diabetes
patients in the United States (US) were on insulin
therapy.[6] In 2016, 8.6% or 21.0 million adults in
the US were diagnosed with type 2 diabetes based on
the registry of patients on insulin.[7] In the Southeast
Asian region, type 2 diabetes has significant disease
burden (ie, early onset of disease, rapid occurrence
of diabetes complications) with a high prevalence of
9.3%. In contrast with the Western population where
insulin resistance predominates, Southeast Asian
phenotype of type 2 diabetes have lower body
mass index and a defect in insulin secretion plays
a bigger role in the pathophysiology of diabetes.
Hence, early insulin replacement is usually needed
in the Asian population.[8]
Optimal glycemic control has been reported
to not achieve HbA1c goal even on a significant
proportion of patients who were placed on insulin
therapy—only 35-45% of type 2 diabetes patients
prescribed with insulin were able to reach the target
HbA1c goal of <7%. Moreover, some literatures
even reported a higher HbA1c on patients treated
with insulin as compared to oral drug therapy.[9] In
a more recent cross-sectional study, 83.5% of insulintreated patients with diabetes had HbA1c above
7% at baseline, a finding that was comparable with
earlier literatures. Noteworthy, combination therapy
with OHA and insulin was not significantly associated
with HbA1c level. In the Southeast Asian region,
premixed insulin is the most popular choice for
insulin therapy. However, the usual insulin practices
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are not efficient in achieving good glycemic control
(ie, HbA1c<7%): only 41% in Malaysia (mean
HbA1c 7.8 ± 2.2%), 32.1% in Indonesia (mean
HbA1c 8.2 ± 2.0%), 23.1% in Bangladesh (mean
HbA1c 8.6 ± 2.0%) and 29.7 to 41.3% in Thailand.
[8] With all these evidences, there could be factors
that we should consider on how to utilize insulin as
an ultimate approach in reaching the target HbA1c
goal in type 2 diabetes patients.
Insulin therapy plays an important role in achieving
optimal glycemic control in order to prevent
complications. Several literatures showed evidence
that many patients on insulin are still not able to
reach individualized glycemic targets. Hence, the
purpose of this article is to review the physiologic
secretion of insulin and correlate it with the eventual
abnormality that leads to the development of type
2 diabetes, identify some factors on why there are
still patients with type 2 diabetes who have poor
glycemic control in spite of insulin therapy and
provide recommendations to reach optimal glycemic
control.
Physiologic Insulin Secretion in Response to
Meals

Figure 1 shows the physiologic insulin secretion
of normal beta cells of the pancreas. Basal insulin
is continuously secreted at low levels in order to
counteract hepatic gluconeogenesis. On the other
hand, prandial insulin is secreted intermittently in
response to glycemic excursions after meals.[10]
An average person consumes three major meals—
breakfast, lunch and dinner. There are two phases of
insulin secretion in response to meals. The first phase
sets in within seconds of food ingestion, peaks in 1-2
minutes and may last for 10 minutes. This phase of
insulin secretion represents the release of pre-formed
insulin and serves to suppress glucose output from
the liver, limit postprandial glycemic surges and
stimulate phase 2 of insulin secretion. The second
phase is the release of newly synthesized insulin
which lasts for about 1-2 hours until the glycemic
level is brought to normal.[10,11]
The insulin secretion is deranged in patients with
type 2 diabetes. The phase 1 is significantly affected
among these patients and eventually absent. The
phase 2 of insulin secretion will be affected usually
by more than 50% as the disease progresses.[10]
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Figure 1: Physiologic insulin secretion of a healthy pancreas. Thompson R, Christie D, Hindmarsh PC. The role for insulin
analogs in diabetes care. Current Pediatrics 2006;117–22 [cited 2022 April 06] [12]; Adapted with modifications.

Natural History of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus

Central to the understanding of the natural history of
type 2 diabetes is the concept of beta cell mass and
function. As with type 1 diabetes, beta cell mass is
also reduced in type 2 diabetes leading to insulin
insufficiency that is continuous and progressive over
time. Hyperglycemia induces stress response which
contributes to beta cell apoptosis.[1]
Insulin resistance begins the pathogenesis of
classic type 2 diabetes. This increases the demand on
beta cells for insulin secretion.[13] Insulin secretion
varies depending on the level of insulin sensitivity
in order to maintain normal glucose levels.[1] The
compensatory increase in insulin secretion (ie, preIGT) would be able to maintain normoglycemia
in a majority of patients. Nevertheless, this
compensatory increase will eventually fail resulting
in pre-diabetes. As shown in Figure 2, even in the
earliest stages, there is already an underlying loss
of beta cell function and mass (through apoptosis).
[13,14] In the pre-diabetes stage, blood glucose
levels are already elevated but not enough to reach
the diabetes range. Persistently elevated glucose
and lipid levels lead to more inflammation as well
as oxidative and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress
subsequently leading to further damage of beta
cell function and mass, beyond this, these people
progress to hyperglycemia (fasting and postmeal)
and overt diabetes. At the time of diagnosis, around
40-50% of beta cells are lost and followed by a 4-5%

loss per year. Further into the continuum, persistent
hyperglycemia leads to diabetic complications.
[13,14]
Disposition index (ie, relationship between insulin
secretion and insulin sensitivity) is decreased in type
2 diabetes as the beta cells could not adequately
increase insulin secretion to overcome insulin
resistance.[1] The first phase of insulin secretion in
response to glucose level is markedly impaired in
type 2 diabetes.
The transition to diabetes as shown in Figure 1
results from continuous beta cell function that is
unable to compensate for persistent insulin resistance.
Several models for beta cell failure were reported:
(a) reduction in beta cell number (approximately
60%) during period of persistent hyperglycemia,
especially among patients with genetically or
environmentally induced low beta cell mass, (b)
exhaustion of beta cells due to oxidative stress
brought about by abnormal glucose metabolism,
and (c) dedifferentiation of beta cells into other type
of cells because of constant high metabolic load
leading to gene expression loss. Recent reports
mentioned that beta cell mass and functions are
both deranged in people with type 2 diabetes.[13]
C-peptide, a surrogate marker of beta cell function,
is shown to be decreased as early as the first three
years of diagnosis with further decline in patients
with diabetes duration of 16-18 years (decreased
to 0.6 pmoL/mL). Beyond 21 years, beta cell loss is
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Figure 2: Natural History of Type 2 Diabetes. IFG, impaired fasting glucose, IGT, impaired glucose tolerance. Wysham
C, Shubrook J. Beta-cell failure in type 2 diabetes: mechanisms, markers, and clinical implications. Postgrad Med. 2020
Nov;132(8):676–86 [Cited with modification 2022 April 06] [13] Adapted with modifications.

stable and no further decline is observed.[13] It is
at this important stage that timely initiation of insulin
therapy must be done. Knowledge of this concept is
important in giving insulin replacement therapy (IRT).
Insulin Treatment in Type 2 Diabetes

Due to the progressive nature of this disease, many
patients will be requiring insulin therapy after failure
of oral medications. Customarily, type 2 diabetes
mellitus (DM) upon reaching the stage of insulin
treatment due to its progressive nature is eventually
called insulin-requiring or insulin-dependent type
2 DM.[15] The appropriate timing of initiation of
insulin may prevent worsening of diabetes [Outcome
Reduction With Initial Glargine Intervention (ORIGIN)
study] by protecting residual beta cell functions from
the stress brought by glucotoxicity and lipotoxicity.
This is important for patients who had type 2
diabetes for 10 to 15 years in whom the residual
beta cell function is critically deranged. Unlike most
OHA which needs an estimated minimum beta cell
function of 15% to 20%, insulin can be used at any
stage of the disease.[15]
The timely insulin replacement may likewise reduce
diabetic complications. Early addition of insulin to
OHA was able to reduce the risk of complications
[UKPDS]. Noteworthy, there was a significant
reduction in the occurrence of chronic kidney

disease (strongest observation on the reduction of
microalbuminuria) and retinopathy among those
with baseline HbA1c of 6.4% [ORIGIN]. Intensive
insulin therapies are able to correct hyperglycemia
within 1 to days of initiation and able to achieve
near normoglycemia for over three to six years
(shown for insulin glargine and degludec).[15]
There are various distinct indications of the
initiation of insulin therapy. Basal and/or basalbolus insulin may be initiated among (a) patients on
dual or triple OHA but still with HbA1c >10%, (b)
more than 2% above the individualized target, or (c)
patients with HbA1c >11% with clinical presentation
of catabolism and sarcopenia. Newly diagnosed
patients with signs and symptoms of glucotoxicity
may be initiated on insulin for urgent glycemic
control. This may apply on patients presenting
with hyperglycemic crisis, dehydration or infection.
Furthermore, patients presenting with severe insulin
deficit (eg, elevated postprandial glucose rises and/
or microvascular complications upon diagnosis) may
preferably be placed on insulin.[15]
The goal of therapy, according to the American
Diabetes Association, is HbA1c of <7% (fasting
plasma glucose 80-130 mg/dL, postprandial plasma
glucose <180 mg/dL) in majority of patients who
are otherwise healthy; <8% in patients who are at
higher risk of developing hypoglycemia, shorter life
expectancy and significant comorbidities. Among
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type 2 diabetes patients who were not able to
reach glycemic targets on OHA, insulin replacement
lowers HbA1c by 1.2-1.5% (at 0.2 units/kg or 10
units daily) by suppressing hepatic gluconeogenesis.
Prandial insulins are usually added if there is an
adequate fasting glucose control but still with
elevations later in the day and persistently elevated
HbA1c—a state of beta cell failure. At this point,
exogenous insulin is being given as replacement.
[16,17] In order to achieve adequate control and
prevention of further complications in the state of
beta cell failure, physicians must be able to provide
appropriate insulin replacement tailored to the
individual needs of type 2 diabetes patients. In this
light, the knowledge on several insulin preparations
is very important.

Rapid-Acting Insulin Analogs: These analogs
results from substitution in the amino acid sequence
of the human insulin leading to decrease in hexamer
formation after injection into the subcutaneous
space. Because of this, they have a rapid onset of
action (5-15 minutes), peak (1 hour) and shorter
duration of action (4 hours). Available rapid-acting
insulin includes insulin aspart, glulisine, and lispro.
There are no significant clinical differences amongst
different insulin analogs.[16] Because of their
pharmacokinetic profile, insulin analogs offer the
advantage of optimum reduction in postprandial
hyperglycemia and lead to lesser late postprandial
hypoglycemia as compared to the regular insulins.
Neutral Protamine Hagedorn (NPH) Insulin: NPH
insulin is an intermediate-acting insulin with more
prolonged effects due to the addition of protamine.
Its onset of action is 2 hours, peak effect of 6-14
hours and duration that lasts for 10-16 hours. This
pharmacokinetic property gives NPH insulin a basal
property when given at bedtime and may serve as
basal and prandial insulin if given in the morning.
Long-Acting Insulin Analogs: These insulin analogs
serve to provide basal coverage. The main function is
to inhibit hepatic gluconeogenesis providing fasting
normoglycemia. Available basal insulin analogs
are detemir, glargine and degludec (differences
in pharmacodynamics are shown in Table 1). In
contrast with NPH, there is a lower occurrence of
hypoglycemic events.
Pre-mixed Insulins: These are fixed combinations
of regular or rapid-acting analogs with intermediateacting insulin or protaminated rapid-acting

Insulin Preparations

Several insulin preparations are available: (a)
short-acting regular insulin, (b) rapid-acting insulin
analogs, (c) intermediate-acting insulin (NPH), and
(d) long-acting basal insulins. The short- and rapidacting insulins are used for prandial/bolus insulin
replacement while the latter two are used for basal
insulin coverage.
Short-Acting Regular Insulin: This type of insulin
is mainly used to blunt postprandial rises in glucose
levels. It has a delayed onset of action of 30-60
minutes due to the formation of hexamers after
reaching the subcutaneous space slowing the
absorption. Regular insulins peak at 2-4 hours and
have duration of action of 6-8 hours.[16]
Table 1: Insulin Pharmacodynamics
Insulin

Onset (hr.)

Peak (hr.)

Duration (hr.)

Appearance

Insulin Lispro

within 15 min

~1

3-5

Clear

Insulin Aspart

within 15 min

1-3

3-5

Clear

0.25-0.5

0.5-1

4

Clear

Regular

~1

2-4

5-8

Clear

NPH

1-2

4-10

14+

Cloudy

Insulin Detemir

3-4

6-8 (though relatively
flat)

up to 20-24

Clear

Insulin Glargine

1.5

Flat

24

Clear

Insulin Degludec

1

9

42

Clear

Lispro Mix 50/50

0.25-0.5

0.5-3

14-24

Cloudy

Lispro Mix 75/25

0.25-5

0.5-2.5

14-24

Cloudy

Insulin Glulisine

Donner T, Sarkar S. Insulin – Pharmacology, Therapeutic Regimens, and Principles of Intensive Insulin Therapy. [Updated 2019 Feb 23; cited
2022 April 06].
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insulin analogs. This combination of two distinct
insulin pharmacodynamics allows for both basal
and prandial coverage. A newer fixed dose coformulation available in the market is a combination
of insulin degludec and aspart resulting in insulin
action that reflects the individual profile of the two
insulins. It has a more rapid onset of action (aspart)
providing prandial coverage and a prolonged
peakless duration of action (degludec) that may last
beyond 24 hours.
Common Practices of Insulin Therapy

Several insulin replacement strategies are used based
on the needs of individual patients. However, there
has not been a consensus on the most effective and
optimal insulin regimen for type 2 diabetes despite
advances in pharmacotherapy and technology.[17]
Once-Daily Insulin Injection: This regimen is
usually given among type 2 diabetes patients with
OHA. Basal insulins (eg, NPH, insulin glargine,
detemir, degludec) are given once a day usually at
night; however, they may be given at any time of the
day. Once daily premixed insulin may also be given
prior to dinner for patients who consume a large
proportion of carbohydrates for dinner.[16]
Twice-Daily Insulin Regimen: Split-mixed insulin
regimen typically gives two-thirds of the total insulin
dose before breakfast and the remaining third
before dinner. In this regimen, pre-mixed insulin or a
mixture of short- and intermediate-acting insulin can
be used.[16]
Multiple Daily Injection Regimen: This is the basal
bolus insulin regimen combining long-acting insulin
and short/rapid-acting insulin. This regimen may be
given in any of the following forms: (a) once-daily
long-acting insulin analog and regular or rapidacting insulin analog before meals, or (b) twice-daily
NPH and rapid-acting insulin analogs before meals.
[16]
Identified Factors Why HbA1c Goal Is Not
Achieved During Insulin Therapy

Despite the benefits of insulin and its outstanding
safety profile, the sad reality is that adequate
glycemic control has not improved for years. Based
on recent evidences, the average HbA1c among
diabetes patients on insulin in the US and Europe is
8.5% with a third at 9% or even higher.[17] Several
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factors are associated with poor glycemic control
among patients with type 2 diabetes. In a study
by Fekadu, et al. of 154 type 2 diabetes patients,
patient factors contributed to inadequate glycemic
control—poor compliance to dietary requirement
(67.5%), inadequate physical activity (84.6%), lack
of self-monitoring of blood sugar (32.5%), constant
smoking (6.6%) and alcohol drinking (13.2%).
Patient knowledge is also vital in achieving good
control. Most patients had no proper knowledge on
target glucose levels and mainly depend on their
physicians for the management of diabetes.[18]
Other factors affecting glycemic control are BMI,
central obesity, dyslipidemia and self-care practices.
[19]
Factors affecting inadequate glycemic control
were studied by Tong, et al. specifically, among type
2 diabetes patients on insulin therapy. Four major
themes were identified: (a) challenges in adherence
to lifestyle recommendations (eg, inability to control
eating habits, misleading dietary recommendations
and health factors prohibiting optimum physical
activity), (b) psychosocial and emotional aspects
which includes lack of motivation, (c) diabetes
treatment-related factors and (d) lack of knowledge.
[20]
Most importantly, physician-related factors
contribute significantly to poor glycemic control
among patients on insulin. In one cross-sectional
study, 40% claimed to have given inadequate
insulin therapy education. Also, a similar percentage
reported that HbA1c results were not able to provide
guidance in diabetes management. Lack of access
to rapid-acting insulins and other insulin analogs
was also identified as one barrier.[21] An important
factor that contributes to the inability to reach
glycemic targets in almost half of type 2 diabetes
patients is therapeutic inertia. Practitioners often are
willing to tolerate periods of minimal hyperglycemia
that often delays treatment intensification by almost
3 years.[22]
Focusing more closely on physician-related factors,
the following identified factors could significantly
impact the difficulty of achieving good glycemic
control despite insulin therapy:
A. The type of insulin is incorrect: This results due
to inadequate knowledge on available insulin
preparations and their respective pharmacodynamic properties (as discussed above) and
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Figure 3: Phases of insulin secretion of a healthy pancreas compared with patients with type 2 diabetes. Diabetes
Educators [Internet]. Pathophysiology of Diabetes Mellitus Type 2. [Updated 2022; cited 2022 April 06] Available from:
Diabeteseducatorscalgary.ca [23]

insufficient comprehension of the physiology of
insulin secretion. This could lead to erroneous
dosing and frequency which subsequently results in both hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia.
B. Combination of insulin is incorrect: Combination
therapy would be needed in a majority of type 2
diabetes patients (especially in intensive insulin
therapy) in order to achieve the HbA1c target.
However, improper combination could lead to
the direction of poor glycemic control.
C. Approach is not physiologic: A very important
aspect that is most commonly missed by most physicians in prescribing insulin is the knowledge of
the pathophysiology of diabetes. Understanding
and mimicking the normal physiologic insulin secretion in response to a meal would guide physicians in giving the best and optimum insulin
regimen that would lead to a targeted HbA1c
level. Factors A and B could be addressed better
by making diabetes decision-making on insulin
therapy a physiologic one as well.
Insulin Replacement Therapy (IRT): The
Physiological Approach

As endocrinologists, a majority of the cases we see
entails either excess or deficiency of a hormone. As
with hormonal deficiencies, an endocrinologist must
be able to adequately replace appropriate hormone
with an appropriate dose.[17] How are we going
to do proper replacement? One must always go
back to the basics—the pathophysiology. Adequate

replacement means giving exogenous hormones by
mimicking the physiological state. This is true with
IRT.
Based on previously mentioned evidences and
this current discussion, we emphasized that insulin
therapy is initiated among type 2 diabetes patients
who already lack significant pancreatic insulin
secretion. Since eventual beta cell failure (ie, lack
of insulin secretion) is central to the pathophysiology
of type 2 diabetes, it is but reasonable to replace
insulin by mimicking its physiologic secretion. Hence,
we should utilize the term IRT. Such terminology
will serve as a constant guide and reminder on the
very vital reason of giving the insulin—to simulate
insulin physiology. In this light, making the treatment
physiologic is equivalent to providing definitely
effective diabetes care and treatment that will
ultimately improve the patient’s quality of life.
In a normal pancreas, basal insulin is constantly
secreted to counteract the hepatic glucose
production and prevent ketogenesis between meals
and overnight. Basal requirements are usually 50%
of the total daily dose. Moreover, the beta cells
release insulin in response to postprandial glycemic
excursions. As a replacement, prandial insulin is
about 50-60% of the total requirement. Basal bolus
regimens provide replacement that closely mimics
the normal insulin secretion. Insulin given once
or twice daily does not mimic physiologic insulin
secretion. This may work well on patients with
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less severe beta cell failure.[16] Achieving a more
physiologic insulin replacement, therefore, requires
more frequent insulin injections which eventually
puts greater reliance on short-acting insulins.
Noteworthy, postprandial glucose control becomes
more significant as glycemic status closes to the
target goals.[10]
One regimen that mimics physiologic insulin
secretion is a combination of premix insulin (ie,
NPH + regular insulin) and rapid-acting insulin.
Pharmacodynamics of this regimen demonstrate that
rapid-acting insulin acts during the first 5-15 minutes
(peak 1 hour and duration of action 3-5 hours) while
the onset of action of premix insulin sets in at 30
minutes and peaks at 2-12 hours (ie, 2-4 hours for
the regular insulin, 4-12 hours for the NPH insulin).
In a study by Laplano, et al., glycemic control and
sustainability were measured among a total of 218
patients on insulin 70/30 with lispro and insulin
70/30 alone (outcomes were measured as reduction
in HbA1c and postprandial CBG). Both were
combined with metformin 1 g twice daily. Although
the premixed insulin regimen alone produced
significant reduction (33%; mean reduction of 42.3
mg/dL) in postprandial CBG, there is an even larger
significant decrease among patients on premixed
insulin and lispro (45%; mean reduction of 93.6
mg/dL). This regimen shows how the lispro covers
the first phase of postprandial insulin secretion while
the premix insulin covers for the second phase of
insulin secretion and for basal requirement. Serial
HbA1c levels showed a decreasing trend from an
initial 17.5% reduction (mean duration of 7 months)
to an even sustained 18% reduction of further followup proving reliable glycemic control.[24] With good
glycemic controls, there would be reduction in the
development of microvascular complications in type
2 diabetes [UKPDS].
The next question would be—how sustainable
would this kind of physiologic regimen be? In a
study by Laplano and Mercado-Asis, 138 patients
were able to reach target after a mean interval of
6.7 months. Further extension of follow-up for more
than five years still showed a durable adequate
glycemic control (mean HbA1c of 6.6%) showing
a 32% reduction in the level of HbA1c from
baseline (9.7% to 6.6%). The patients included in
the study had chronic duration (mean >8 years) of
poorly controlled diabetes (baseline HbA1c >9%)
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representing an already significantly decreased
beta cell function.[25]
The former two studies are important especially
among regions in the world that uses premixed and
co-formulation insulin most popularly such as in the
Southeast Asian countries.[8] Understanding the
pathophysiology now would help one in determining
the optimum management. For example, prescribing
premix insulin before breakfast and before dinner
clearly demonstrate a lack of coverage for the
glycemic excursion at lunch.
Stepwise Approach to Insulin Treatment

Not all individuals progress in the course of beta
cell failure at the same time and patients may be in
different stages of deficiency of the pancreatic insulin
reserve.[13] Hence, a stepwise approach is logical
in transitioning from oral (ie, some insulin reserve)
to insulin therapy (ie, beta cell failure). We mimic
physiologic insulin secretion once patients advance
to the stage of insulin lack.
In a retrospective study of Lopez, et al., a stepwise
insulin treatment approach has been demonstrated
in achieving the desired HbA1c goals (Figure 4).
Majority of the patients ended up in regimen D (55%)
and regimen E (17%) in order to achieve good and
sustainable glycemic control. A stepwise approach
may be an effective tool for insulin intensification
as this could significantly bring down the levels of
HbA1c with minimal occurrence of hypoglycemia
and insignificant weight gain.[26] This could guide
physicians in using a more complex insulin regimen
that would cater to the natural course of type 2
diabetes.
With all these regimens, individual patient profile
should still be considered (eg, BMI, age, duration
of diabetes, socioeconomic factors and support
system). Clinical evidences of insulin resistance
should be considered even prior to initiating any
treatment regimen for type 2 diabetes. Insulin
resistance coupled with progressive failure of beta
cells are likely to end up in treatment failure with
oral antidiabetic medications. The aging process
also contributes to peripheral insulin resistance due
to a possible post-receptor defect mechanism.[26]
One must remember that in prescribing insulin, one
size fits all does not apply—dose and frequency
may vary patient per patient but guides given above
would help a physician in achieving desired targets.
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Figure 4: Stepwise Insulin Combination Treatment Algorithm. Lopez, AA, Mendoza, ES, Valdez, VU and Mercado-Asis,
LB. Treatment Outcomes with the Use of a Stepwise Insulin Combinations Algorithm Among Type 2 Diabetic Patients. 2016.
Philippine Journal Internal Medicine 2016. Volume 54 Number 2. [cited 2022 April 6]

Medical Nutrition Therapy (MNT) Through
Automatic Snacking: Approach to Prevent
Hypoglycemia During Intensive Insulin Therapy

As shown above, there are several barriers to insulin
therapy—risk of hypoglycemia, weight gain and
inexperience by the physician, all of which may
lead to treatment inertia.[26] Among these, the risk
of hypoglycemia restricts most physicians in using
insulin despite its limitless capacity and effectiveness to
reduce and normalize HbA1c.[9] Previous literatures
showed that severe hypoglycemia is associated with
increased cardiovascular outcome (eg, myocardial
infarction, heart failure and stroke) and all-cause
mortality.[27] This was supported by the Action to
Control Cardiovascular Risk in Diabetes (ACCORD)
Study Group wherein patients on intensive therapy
group (ie, HbA1c 6.4%) had higher occurrence
of nonfatal myocardial infarction, nonfatal stroke
or death from cardiovascular causes.[28] Rates of
hypoglycemia and cardiovascular complications
(specifically coronary heart disease) and mortality
significantly increase as the age advances.[29] These
are the reasons why this intensive insulin treatment
regimen has been abandoned by many practitioners
across age groups including the elderly.[30] On the
other hand, poor glycemic control is also associated

with higher frequency of cardiovascular risk factors
and events. Among the elderly, chronic high glucose
levels (higher A1c) may even be associated with
lower cognitive function. [31] Nevertheless, longterm follow-up (median 12 years, range 7-22 years)
among type 2 diabetes patients on intensive insulin
replacement with therapy by Valdez MNR and
Mercado-Asis LB in the outpatient setup showed
that the rate for acute coronary event (0.001 per
person-year), stroke (0.009 per person-year) and
even dialysis (0.002 per person-year) were all
negligible. Blindness and amputation were likewise
not observed.[32] With all these recent evidences,
the better way to go is towards a safe intensive IRT
by preventing patients to experience hypoglycemia.
An effective way to prevent hypoglycemia even in
intensive therapy among patients with type 2 diabetes
has been shown through MNT with automatic
snacking.[24-26,30] In automatic snacking, the total
caloric requirement was computed on the basis of
physical activity. Caloric prescription are as follows:
60% carbohydrates, 15% proteins, 25% fats. The
intake per day is divided into three major meals and
three snacks per day with the snacks advised to be
taken automatically two hours after each major meal
even in the absence of hunger.[30]
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram depicting when automatic snacking is instituted to prevent hypoglycemia in type 2 diabetes
mellitus patients on sulfonylurea (SU) and insulin therapy. Mercado-Asis LB and Lorenzo-Redoblado ZG. Cardiovascular Adverse
Outcomes as Challenges on Glycemic Variability Among Patients with Type 2 Diabetes on Intensive Insulin Therapy: The Role
of Medical Nutrition Therapy with Automatic Snacking. Series Endo Diab Met. 2021;3(2):59–68. [Cited with similar figure title
2022 April 06]

In the study of Lorenzo and associates, both in
the outpatient and inpatient setting, goal of glycemic
control has been achieved early and satisfactorily.
It is important to note that no one of these patients
experienced significant hypoglycemia. Hence,
automatic snacking is an efficient way of preventing
hypoglycemia while achieving glycemic control with
intensive insulin therapy.[24-26,30] Lastly, MercadoAsis and Lorenzo-Redoblado demonstrated that
automatic snacking effectively reduced glycemic
variability (ie, fluctuations of blood glucose in terms
of daily blood glucose and HbA1c mean levels).
Glycemic variability is associated with increased
occurrence of macrovascular and microvascular
complications. Hence, MNT with automatic snacking
among patients on intensive IRT is associated with
negligible hypoglycemia and reduced glycemic
variability both leading to the attainment of good
glycemic control.[33]
Summary and Recommendations

Insulin resistance begins the pathogenesis of type
2 diabetes. Along with this, beta cell mass and
function progressively decline in type 2 diabetes
leading to insulin insufficiency. In time, the beta cell
insulin secretion will not be able to cope up with the
increase in demand brought about by the ongoing
insulin resistance. Patients may be diagnosed in
any part of this diabetes pathophysiology spectrum
and oral medications may be effective only during

the early stages where there are still some insulin
reserves. Majority of the patients will progress
to beta cell failure and will be needing insulin
therapy. However, there are several barriers into
achieving good glycemic control on insulin therapy.
Patient-related factors such as poor education
and awareness, compliance and socioeconomic
status have been identified. Moreover, physicianrelated factors are equally important. These include
incorrect choice and inappropriate combination
of insulin therapy which could be corrected by
making the treatment physiologic. Hence, with the
available evidences, we formulated the following
recommendations:
A. Individualization of insulin therapy. Progression
of type 2 diabetes starts in different stages.
Individualization of management is still the key
approach. Individual patient profiles should be
considered upon initiation, modification or intensification of diabetes management. One type of
regimen may provide adequate glycemic control
to certain patients but not to the others.
B. Timely initiation of insulin. As shown earlier,
patients would usually be prescribed with OHA
early in the course of therapy. Nevertheless, as
the disease progresses, the majority would eventually need IRT. Patients with persistently elevated HbA1c levels (ie, ≥8%) on three determinations despite being on maximum doses of oral
medications shall be put on insulin therapy. With
appropriate timing of insulin initiation, diabetes
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complications could be prevented early in the
disease.
C. Follow the stepwise insulin combination treatment algorithm. Initiating insulin therapy is one
thing, proper insulin combination treatment is
another. The stepwise algorithm by Lopez, et al.
serves as a guide in transitioning from oral to
insulin therapy and combining insulins based on
the natural history of the disease. This has proven to provide glycemic levels at target.
D. Use of dietary regimen through automatic snacking. Hypoglycemia is one of major factors why
most physicians and patients hesitate to use and
continue insulin therapy. This could be prevented
among patients on IRT with automatic snacking
enabling the physician to reach and sustain glycemic targets and control.
E. Make the treatment physiologic. All of the recommendations boil down to the basic—the physiology. Making the treatment physiologic allows
one to choose the proper type of insulin and appropriate combination and timing of injection.
We must always take into consideration that insulin therapy is a replacement therapy. This could
be provided by the combination of premix insulin (ie, NPH + regular insulin) and rapid-acting
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insulin which has been reported to provide efficient and sustainable glycemic control.
CONCLUSION
Giving insulin is not a guessing game. As with
all other diseases, management decisions in the
treatment of type 2 diabetes should be based
on the pathophysiology—progressive failure of
beta cells that is unable to cope up with ongoing
insulin resistance. With this in mind, insulin therapy
should be given as replacement in order to mimic
the physiologic insulin secretion, specifically in the
advanced stage of insulin lack in patients with type
2 DM. Combination of premix insulin and a rapidacting insulin with or without basal insulin would
cover for the defects in insulin secretion and would
provide a physiologic, sustainable glycemic control
over years. This may be achieved using a stepwise
approach in insulin replacement. Hypoglycemia,
a significant barrier in the initiation and intensive
treatment with insulin could be prevented by the
implementation of appropriate dietary management
through automatic snacking.
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